5 benefits of “Porta Vita”
1. Quality:
"Porta Vita" products are made of solid one-piece
hardwood.
The wood for the manufacturing of “Porta Vita” solid
floor is thoroughly selected.
The main determining factor is the natural beauty and
high quality of the products.
With further processing of wood, its nobility and
individual qualities of grade are emphasized. A bevel on
a perimeter of a wood creates an additional figure.
Having gone through complete production cycle, it is
being ground and covered with high-end oil Osmo
(Germany) followed by manual finishing of the products.
“Porta Vita” products are produced with modern high
precision imported equipment that allows to achieve
stability, the accurate geometry and the optimum
moisture content (8 ± 2%).

2. Ecological compatibility:
Wood for "Porta Vita" solid wood manufacturing grows
in ecologically clean regions of Ukraine, which is
confirmed by the hygienic and radiological certificates.
Osmo oil (Germany), which is used in the manufacturing, is produced on a base of natural oils and waxes.
Natural oils and waxes penetrate deeply into the wood.
They keep the wood healthy and supple and prevent its
drying out. Wood retains its ability to breathe. Moisture
evaporates. The risk of swelling and shrinkage of wood
is reduced.
Oil contains no biocides or preservatives. The dried oil
is safe for humans, animals and plants. It corresponds
to the European standard EN 71.
Osmo colorants have been certified under the standard DIN EN ISO 9001 for a quality management system
and DIN EN ISO 14001 standard for the environmental
management system.

3. Individuality:
Products "Porta Vita" — the best choice for those who
prefer individuality and naturalness. Solid wood creates
a feeling of comfort and doesn't lose the value with the
course of time.
Solid wood floors are emphasize the richness and
sophistication of the interior, allow (depending on the
grade and the selected range of colors) specify the style
and atmosphere of the whole premises. Color brings
dynamics to our lives, helps to make the necessary
emphasis and gives meaning to the elements of the
interior.

Our company provides an individual approach, which
gives the opportunity to choose products by:
a) grades: oak, ash, maple, cherry, walnut;
b) grade: antique, rustic, elegance, exclusive;
c) surface finishing: smooth, structured brush, wavy
planing, artificial aging;
d) range of colors;
e) size: to choose from:
- width from 100 to 200 mm
- length from 500 to 2400 mm
- thickness from 16 to 22 mm.

4. Exclusivity:
Porta Vita" products — is something else in the house.
Solid wood floor — not just an element of decor — it is a
demonstration of your taste and uncompromising
approach to quality of life, the desire to surround
yourself with the true values.
Wood is like no other building material, offers a huge
variety of finishing and unlimited opportunities for
individual creativity.
Whether you prefer an elegant classic or modern
design — an elegant wood grain and soft natural tones
will make your house presentable and comfortable.

5. Practicality:
"Porta Vita" solid wood: a surface, finished with oil and
hard wax is easy to care for and defines by a particular
strength and durability. Waterproof and dirt-repellant. A
surface, finished with oil and hard wax is resistant to
wine, beer, Cola, coffee, tea, juice, milk, water, etc. in
accordance with DIN 68861-1C standards. Spots can
be removed easily and without a trace. For the restoration of some sections, prone to heavy load or damaged surfaces, it is enough to clean the surface and
apply a new layer of oil. It does not appear visible places
of oil layers overlay of on each other. It does not need
sanding and painting the entire surface.

Grade of quality description of oak solid wood
Grade of quality description of OAK solid wood

Grade of quality description of ASH solid wood

Elegance

Elegance

Mixed cutting, changes in tone between the dies are
more pronounced, natural and spackled knot with a
diameter up to 9 mm, depending on the width of the
wood. The number of knots on a plank is not regulated.
Sapwood and cracks on the front side are not allowed.

Rustical
Mixed cutting, changes in color, knots with a diameter
up to 27 mm, spackled cracks of knots and surface
cracks up to 20 mm. Sapwood on the front side is not
allowed.

Antique
Mixed cutting, sharp changes in color, spackled knots
of tobacco shades, the size and number of knots is not
regulated, spackled cracks of knots and surface cracks.
Sapwood on the front side is not allowed.

Mixed cutting, changes in tone between the dies are
more pronounced: from white to cream-colored,
natural knot with a diameter up to 3 mm, depending on
the width of the wood. The number of knots on a plank
is not regulated. The dark part of the heartwood is not
allowed.

Multicolored
Mixed cutting, changes in tone between the dies are
more pronounced, natural and spackled knot with a
diameter up to 9 mm, depending on the width of the
wood. The number of knots on a plank is not regulated.
Sapwood and cracks on the front side are not allowed.

Antique
Mixed cutting, sharp changes in color, spackled
knots of tobacco shades, the size and number of knots
is not regulated, spackled cracks of knots and surface
cracks. Sapwood on the front side is not allowed.

Note:
Solid wood is a natural product. Changes in color, structure, and the presence/absence of typical wood characteristics, such as cracks, knots, etc., can be expressed more or less — depending on the quality and grade of wood.
The company carries out strict monitoring of possible deviations in grade, however not always it is possible to
eliminate them completely. Therefore, the presence of such abnormalities in less than 5% of the quantity ordered
should not be the ground for complaint.
Standard 4-side bevel with the size of 2.5 mm.
Humidity of a solid wood 8 +/- 2%.
Maximum deviation from the linear dimensions is 0.5 mm.

Oak, elegance, 160
smooth surface, М3032

Oak, rustical, 160
smooth surface, М3032

Oak, antique, 160
smooth surface, М3032

Oak, antique, tobacco, 160
smooth surface, М3032

Ash, elegance, 140, brush,
color №43, М3032

Ash, elegance, 140, brush,
color №38, М3032

Oak, elegance, 140, brush,
color №74, М3032

Ash, elegance, 140, brush,
color №11, М3032

Ash, elegance, 140
smooth surface, М3032

Ash, multicolored, 140
smooth surface, М3032

Ash, antique kernel, 140
smooth surface, М3032

Ash, medium brush, 140,
color №27, М3032

Oak, elegance, 140, brush,
color №38, М3032

Oak, elegance, 160, structural brush,
color №51, М3032

Oak, rustical, 160, brush,
color №75, М3032

Oak, elegance, 140, brush,
color №91, М3032

Oak, elegance, 140, brush,
color №61, М3032

Oak, elegance, 140, brush,
color №11, М3032

Oak, elegance, 160, brush,
color №27, М3032

Oak, elegance, 140, brush,
color №43, М3032

Oak, elegance, 160, brush,
color №69, double layer, М3032

Ash, elegance, 140, brush,
color №88, double layer, М3032

Oak, rustical, 160, brush,
color №66, М3032

Oak, elegance, 160, brush,
PAPYRUS, М3032

Ash, elegance, 140, brush,
color №61, М3032

Oak, elegance, 140, brush,
color №69, М3032

Oak, elegance, 140, brush,
color №68, М3032

Oak, elegance, 140, brush,
color №37, М3032

Oak, rustical, 160, structural brush,
SILVER, М3032

Oak, rustical, 160, structural brush,
color №69/91, М3032

Oak, elegance, 160, structural brush,
HOARY, М3032

Oak, elegance, 160, structural brush,
CAPPUCCINO, М3032

Ash, elegance, 140, structural brush,
color №68, М3032

Oak, rustical, 140, structural brush,
color №61/11, М3062

Oak, elegance, 140, structural brush,
color №11, М3032

Oak, elegance, 140, structural brush,
color №61, М3032

Oak, rustical, 160
COUNTRY black

Oak, rustical, 160
COUNTRY white

Oak, antique, 160
KAPPA

Oak, antique, 160
BETA

Ash, elegance, 140, structural brush,
color №61/43, М3032

Ash, elegance, 140, structural brush,
color №11, М3032

Ash, elegance, 140, structural brush,
color №61/11, М3032

Ash, elegance, 140, structural brush,
color №68/71, М3032

Oak, antique, 160
ALPHA

Oak, antique, 160
EPSILON

Oak, rustical, 160
PAPYRUS black

Oak, rustical, 160
PAPYRUS white

Ash, elegance, 140, structural brush,
color №61/38, М3032

Ash, antique, 140, structural brush,
color №88, М3032

Ash, antique, 140, structural brush,
color №61, М3032

Oak, elegance, 160, structural brush,
color №88/27, М3032

Oak, rustical, 160
BURGUNDY

Oak, rustical, 160
PRIDE

Oak, rustical, 160
GRANITE white

Oak, rustical, 160
VELOUR white

Oak, elegance, 160, structural brush,
color №69/75, М3032

Ash, elegance, 140, structural brush,
color №69/512, М3032

Ash, elegance, 140, structural brush,
color №88/36, М3032

Oak, elegance, 160, structural brush,
color №88/36, М3032

Oak, rustical, 160
GREY

Oak, rustical, 160
BLUES

Oak, rustical, 160
SAKURA

Oak, rustical, 160
DELTA

